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Selling Points Of H Series 1-4t Internal Combustion Counterbalanced Forklift Trucks 

Four Highlights 

No.1 Good performance 

I 

I 
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♦ Delayed power-off--The first in China

---

The machine will be powered off in case the machine has been powered on 

but not in use for at least 10 minutes, which is safe and energy-saving. 

♦ Load sensing hydraulic system

Load-sensitive hydraulic system ensures the fork to lift with full load while 

the engine is running idly so as to reduce fuel consumption. 

♦ Improved longitudinal stabil i ty of the forklift

Stability is better than other products of same class. 

♦ Strengthened chassis

Integrated design with strengthened tail stock ensures safer operation. 

♦ Enhanced working unit

Lifting speed is improved by 5%. 

♦ Three-gear drive mode

Mast, chains and oil tanks of 1.5t-3.51 internal combustion forklift are 

enhanced for operation with heavy load. 



No.3 High efficiency 

♦ Spacious cab

Ergonomics-based design ensures easy operation. 

♦ Wide mast

Wide mast broadens visual field. 

No.4 Easy for maintenance 

No.2 Safe and reliable 

♦ Engine electrical system adopts eater-proof connectors

The imported water-proof connectors are more reliable. 

Water-proof grade lp65 

♦ Reliable sealing of oil tank cover

The cover adopts flange sealing against leak. 

♦ 24° cone+Oring

The hydraulic system adopts the most advanced sealing. 

♦ High quality hydraulic system

The system is equipped with a return oil filter to improve reli

ability and service life. 

♦ Battery insulation plate

Insulation plates are provided between the battery and ex

haust pipe for 2-3.5t internal combustion forklift to prolong 

service life of battery. 

♦ Early-warning of instruments service is provided

Regular early-warning of instruments service realizes intelligent service. 

♦ Large opening angle of engine hood

The engine hood can be lifted to 80° for easy maintenance. 










